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APPENDIX E 

About Learning Circles 

Paper by George Henson, member of LUSSA core group and Continuing Learning Group Steering 

Group, written to inform the development of the senior learners Learning/Research circle at 

Lancaster University and for discussion at the New Learning Adventure conference in March 

2010.  

Fully Engaged 

There is now good evidence showing that people who keep their hearts and heads fully engaged 

throughout life are prone to live longer, be happier and resist better the effects of ageing on their 

brains. 

For instance Goldberg researched brain functioning and effects of aging.  He then suggested how 

wisdom can grow with age despite reducing performance of some brain functions.  Finally he used 

these results to help troubled people to improve, by playing computer games with support of 

friendly staff.  From a great variety of such works there is a pattern developing. 

A fully engaged heart is being exercised physically, pumping harder a few times each week, which 

clears waste products from the brain and aids clarity of mind.  The heart is also metaphysically 

engaged with other people and seeks to listen helpfully.  A fully engaged head is alert to ensuring 

all such activity occurs and continues learning, both intellectually and by acting/reflecting in all 

modes of learning. 

University lectures mostly tend to exercise heads and learning circles can integrate that with 

engagement of hearts -- learning from action together. 

Acting, learning, strengthening – and world views 

Action-learning can improve capabilities and strengths.  An important strength in today's world is 

resilience.  Researchers have proposed that resilience involves a "bundle of strengths" which can 

be 'measured' and learnt: 

• INSIGHT: asking difficult questions and getting honest answers 

• INDEPENDENCE: keeping distance from troubles, both emotionally and physically 

• RELATIONSHIPS: favouring what is fulfilling 

• INITIATIVE: taking charge of problems 

• CREATIVITY: expressing own imagination 

• HUMOUR: even amidst tragedy 

If one adds to that ACTION, based on tradition and forward-looking, I think the result is  

W I S D O M. 

Action-learning involves personal and shared reflections upon traditions and past actions, looking 

ahead as to problems and opportunities, within a changing world, before firmly acting afresh. 
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How that is done depends upon ones' world view-- some more open-minded and wise than 

others. 

Natural growth and research questions 

Our natural growing of engaged heads and hearts can be most noticeable about the age of 50, 

with a sort of mid-life evaluation process.  There is also natural growth of creativity and wisdom, 

relating better with other people.  That can lead into a series of further stages of engagement and 

contributions to wider communities.  The world is changing faster and resilience via action-

learning increases in importance.  Can we rise to the challenge -- adventurously?  What I offer 

above is an optimistic view: we need Learning Circles to firm it all up.  Can we use participative 

research? 

NOTES AND REFERENCES 

Fully engaged 

Strathclyde University, Centre for Lifelong Learning: Val Bisland's websites provide much 

information, with a good introduction -  

http://lifelongscotland.tripod.com/brainpower/ 

Elkhonon Goldberg (2005) The Wisdom Paradox: how your mind can grow stronger as you brain 

grows older, provides a good view of growing evidence from science.  For example, he presents 

evidence that all brains tend to function in two ways, dependent upon situations arising: NORMAL 

on one hand and NOVEL on the other.   

The normal function improves with age and experience, particularly when post-event analysis and 

reflection is regularly given our attention (Action-learning).  Then high speed intuition aids 

reaction to situations and this is more resistant to effects of memory loss.  The novel, disturbing or 

disorientating situations, are also handled better with age and practice.   

What is also most important is that deeply creative responses come from both functions working 

as one -- and this becomes easier with age due to continued growth of brain interconnections.  

Such growth most likely continues throughout life if challenges continue to be faced.  Goldberg 

says how he has applied these findings in his clinical practice with small groups.  Social situations 

can provide good challenges and also the support that may be needed in facing challenge. 

He concludes by saying that he has adopted in this book a "limited perspective" -- hoping to make 

truly valuable progress by sticking to "hard science". 

Gene Cohen (2005) The Mature Mind; the positive power of the aging brain is a little less hard 

science.  Via his position in Washington University (Professor health care/ psychiatry and Director, 

Centre for Aging, Health and Humanities) he has undertaken longitudinal studies during recent 

decades with over 1000 people using questionnaires and interviews.  He offers good data on other 

resources. 

Gene Cohen says that the aim of his book is replacing today’s negative views and assumptions 

with a "new paradigm of aging".  His evidence, he claims, indicates that -- if we expect positive 
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growth and nurture it -- our capability for love, wisdom, happiness and manifesting full potential 

can continue to grow, even beyond the age of 100.  His suggested phases of the mature mind 

seemed to our group most useful.  We could adopt them as a basis for action-learning and 

research locally and see how we get on. 

They are: 

• Starting somewhere between 40 and 65, a quest can grow:  searching what is true and 

meaningful in one's life, along with a willingness to break new ground.  Only a small minority 

suffer a crisis. 

• Willingness to innovate grows, breaking free from earlier inhibitions: "If not now, When?" 

From about 50 into 70s the creative responses increase most markedly. 

• The fore-going turns towards 'giving back' to family, friends and those in need, while relating 

more fully with a wider world as volunteer or philanthropist throughout the 80s. 

• Major surprises can arise -- manifesting creativity and social engaging -- as an encore to some 

previous endeavours. 

These phases are not necessarily in sequence.  Powerful surges of motivation and energy can arise 

at any time from looping back to 'quest'.  Growing synergy of cognition, emotional intelligence, 

judgment, wisdom and so on may also initiate a surge.  The importance of 'circle' working is often 

implied in presenting all this, but is not directly explored. 

From our circle experiences this all makes sense to me.  The power of a circle to act together in 

support of one person's 'surge' is most impressive!  We can launch local events, research, and 

investigations.  We use and build wider networks and websites within a positive, wide view of the 

world. 

Acting, Learning, Strengthening and World Views 

The IONS Shift Report 2007: Evidence of a world transforming provided us with results of a survey 

of changing practices and world views.  Ways of relating, knowing, doing science and coping with 

global crisis are changing for many people and organisations.  Fitness is less the basis for survival in 

the world than is resilience.  Another initiative by ICVET in Australia of the same date shared this 

open world view in the context of the needs of future professionals, for education, training and 

action-learning.  Recommendations included particularly learning aimed towards "wisdom 

leadership at all levels".  This included one's self development and learning by organisations for 

professional work.  One ‘think piece' reported the movement already occurring in that direction -- 

and the need for strong circles that modify normal organisation hierarchy.  (Miller and Miller).  

Available via: 

www.icvet.tafensw.edu.au/ezine/year_2006/nov_dec/thinkpiece_business_wisdom 

The open or holistic world view is well presented by Malcolm Hollick (2006), The Science of 

Oneness: a world view for the 21st century.  He bridges between hard science and other ways of 

building knowledge -- for instance co-operative enquiry as a disciplined way of conducting 

research and building knowledge (pg 49 - 50).  This is a way of using circles and action learning that 

produce research results suitable for publication. 
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Professor John Burgoyne, Lancaster University, spoke with Lancaster’s senior learners about 

models of action learning as affected by world view.  This is published in Action Learning: Research 

and Practice Vol 6 No 2 July 09 as A Critical Realist Interpretation.  That interpretation is 

contrasted with the world views of scientism/materialism and contructionism. The first I have 

been calling open in contrast with the other two closed views.  Again we may adopt as guide to 

our facilitation of action learning? 

Natural growth and research questions 

The above may inform us about natural patterns of change in aging of individuals, how affected by 

social situations and learning within differing world views. That to me is basic to facilitating 

beneficial change.  We all differ greatly, being each unique, but we are also similar in ways we 

need to understand.  

Cohen suggests a framework: that some people may start about 40 but others not until 65.  

Goldberg informs us how some of us cling to what is normal and orderly, treating suggestions that 

we change our ways as an affront or threat.  Others find order boring and see it as source of gross 

error at times: so we recreate and maybe make chaos.  Both are needed -- and from about 40 

onward there is opportunity to integrate them in ourselves -- becoming more creative and wise.  

The world is changing too and seems in great need of older people!?  Britt Ostlund: the Revival of 

Research Circles: Meeting the needs of modern aging and the third age.  Educational Gerontology 

Vol 2 Issue 4 April 2008 (pg 255 - 266) agrees. 

If we see matter basically in this way, what are the research questions that we may best address?  

We may aim to be creative in using the above referenced co operative enquiry?  We are already 

taking part in Lancaster University research such as Mary Hamilton on end of life issues and 

Christine Milligan on ethics of care.  Might we embark on regional studies of improving care in 

practice?  Which challenge do we best face?  

 

George can be contacted via: 

 

Continuing Learning Group, Centre for Ageing Research, School of Health and Medicine, Bowland 

Tower East, Lancaster University, Lancaster  LA1 4YT 

 

http://www.lancs.ac.uk/shm/research/C4AR/olderLearners.php 

Tel 01524 592127 

Email: c4ar@lancaster.ac.uk (put CLG in heading) 

 


